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IGNEOUS ORIGIN FOR Na IN THE CLOUD OF 10: M.L. Johnson and 
D.S. Burnett, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125 

The atomic Na cloud around 10 has been studied for approximately 15 years; 
but, although much is known about the temporal and spatial variations of the cloud, 
its origin remains enigmatic (1,2). Surface sputtering is the consensus mechanism for 
supplying Na atoms to the cloud. Estimated Na loss rates are very uncertain, ranging 
from 1-10xlP atoms/sec, not greatly less than equivalent estimates for S or 0 which 
are in the l(Y7 -1p atom/sec range (1). Despite the uncertainties, significant sources 
of Na on the surface of 10 appear to be required. We have performed simulation 
experiments to study the possibility that igneous interactions between elemental S and 
silicate materials have extracted Na from silicates and transported it to the surface 
along with elemental S. 

Reagent sulfur and soda-lime glass (approx. composition 17.7 wt % N+O, 33% 
MgO, 2.5% AJQ, 69% SiQ, 0.6% $0, 5.9% CaO, 0.9% TiQ) were loaded into 
vacuum-sealed silica glass capsules. Charges were held at temperatures between 668 
and 943' C for periods of 3 to 22 days. X-ray analyses with a thin window Si(Li) 
detector on an SEM yielded no significant concentrations of Na in yellow S (upper 
limit of 0.13 wt % from 858 C, 14 day run). This is consistent with the results of (3). 

No reaction was noted between sulfur and silicates at 600, 632, or 758 C; 
however, the higher temperature (850 and 908) runs with soda-lime glass contained 
brown Na,K bearing sulfide as well as silicate and yellow sulfur. The brown phase 
altered in contact with the air, first turning green and translucent, then turning clear 
(gel?). At these temperatures losses of Na (up to 12%) and K (up to 50%) in the 
soda-lime glass, relative to unheated glass, were observed. 

All high temperature runs containing sulfur and soda-lime glass (858 for 3, 7, 
14, and 18 days; 908 C for 8 days) developed the brown phase. No brown materials 
was seen in two sulfur charges run for 7 days at 858 C which did not contain sodium 
silicates or in runs in which the S was omitted. These experiments prove that the 
brown phase was formed by interaction of elemental S and soda-lime glass. 

Semi-quantitative analyses of the X-ray spectra of six regions from the 908 C 
run give a 1:l (Na+K):S ratio in four cases (Figure). These analyses are uncertain 
because they are not made on flat polished samples as is required for quantitative X- 
ray microanalysis. The clustering of the alkali to sulfur ratio around 1 appears to be 
significant and rules out sulfates or sulfites for which the alkali to sulfur ratio would 
be 2. 

Although the solubility of Na in sulfur is probably not significant, elemental sulfur 
will react with silicates to produce alkali sulfides. It is quite plausible that analogous 
igneous processes could occur on 10 and that alkali sulfides are a natural consequence 
of igneous activity on a S-rich planet. Alkali sulfides suspended in elemental S flows 
or erupted could be the source of the Na (and K) observed around 10. The phase we 
have formed is presumably that favored by the kinetics of our experiments and need 
not be the actual compound formed on 10. 

The absence of Si in the inner magnetosphere ion mass distributions (e.g. 43) 
is a strong argument that direct sputtering of silicate materials cannot account for the 
atomic Na cloud; however, there are indirect means, e.g. volcanic outgassing of alkalis 
followed by sputtering, that can preferentially derive Na from silicates (6). 
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The reflectance spectra for 10 are compatible with large amounts of NqS (2, 4, 
8). Thus, several studies have proposed N%S as the Na compound on the surface of 
10 (see e.g. 2, 9, 10) but essentially no discussion has been given of how N%S might 
f o m  N%S is not found terrestrially or in meteorites, although (Na,Fe), (NqCr) and 
K-sades  are known, (I 1) proposed that the interaction of elemental S and silicates 
would form Na-sulfides and discuss the role of polysulfides in Io lava lakes. Our 
experiments demonstrate the plausibility of their suggestion. Because of the relatively 
low sputtering yield of NqS, (10) speculate that polysulfides are dominant. 

Alkali sulfides are thermodynamically stable relative to their oxides and sulfur, 
as noted by (12). (Also, this reaction produces SQ: 2NqO + 3s - > 2N% S + SQ .) 
However, there is little terrestrial or meteoritic evidence for the theoretical stability 
of alkali sulfides. In the equilibrated enstatite (E6) chondrites, which are the best 
approximation to an equ&%rium assemblage under very low oxygeq fugacity (which 
favors sulfide formation), Na and K are found in feldspar, although other lithophile 
elements such as Ca, .Ti, Mn, U, and Th are found in sulfides (13). Our success in 
producing alkali sulfides may be due to the high S, fugacity in our experiments rather 
than low Q fugacity associated with enstatite chondrites. 

Silicate melts on 10 continually invading its crust from below can provide high 
temperatures for reaction and a source of Na. Because a high s u h r  fugacity appears 
necessary to form Na-sulfides, the existence of the 10 Na cloud may itself be a strong 
argument for free sulfur on 10. 
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